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Abstract

There has been a lot of interest in building neural methods for NLP tasks. Past work has developed multiple methods for addressing the unique
challenges to neural methods posed by NEs. One
straightforward method is to add each and every
NE (including those in the DB) to the vocabulary. This method has been evaluated for only synthetic or small tasks (Neelakantan et al., 2015).
For real world tasks, especially those with large
DBs, this causes an explosion in the vocabulary
size and hence the number of parameters to learn.
There is also the problem of not being able to
learn good neural embeddings for individual NEs,
as individual NEs (e.g., a particular phone number) generally occur only a few times in a dataset.
Another previously proposed method is to encode
all the NEs with random embeddings and keep
them fixed throughout (Yin et al., 2015), but here
we lose the meaning associated with the neural
embeddings and risk interference and correlation
with others in unexpected ways.
A third method is to first recognize the NE-type
with either NE taggers (Finkel et al., 2005) or entity linkers (Cucerzan, 2007; Guo et al., 2013),
and then replace them with NE-type tags. For example, all location names could be replaced with
the tag NE location. This prevents the explosion
in vocabulary size; however, the system loses the
ability to distinguish and reference different NEs
of the same type. There is also the possibility of
new NEs arising during the test time. In fact, many
of the Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words that arise
during test time in many NLP tasks (e.g. Bordes and Weston (2016)) are NEs. Furthermore, in
many scenarios it is easier and accurate to work
with the actual exact values of NEs rather than
neural embeddings, like providing a phone number to a user or searching for a faculty name over
a DB. None of the above neural methods have the
ability to work with exact NE values.

Many Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks depend on using Named
Entities (NEs) that are contained in texts
and in external knowledge sources. While
this is easy for humans, the present neural
methods that rely on learned word embeddings may not perform well for these NLP
tasks, especially in the presence of OutOf-Vocabulary (OOV) or rare NEs. In this
paper, we propose a solution for this problem, and present empirical evaluations
on: a) a structured Question-Answering
task, b) three related Goal-Oriented dialog
tasks, and c) a Reading-Comprehension
task1 , which show that the proposed
method can be effective in dealing with
both in-vocabulary and OOV NEs.

1

Lazaros Polymenakos†

Introduction

We come across Named Entities (NEs) in many
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. In
tasks such as Question-Answering (QA) and goaloriented dialog, NEs play a crucial role in task
completion. Examples include QA systems for
retrieving information about courses offered at a
university, and dialog systems that perform restaurant reservation, flight ticket booking, and so on.
In many cases, these tasks also involve interaction with external knowledge sources such as
DataBases (DB) which could have a large number of NEs. In these tasks NEs include people’s
names, restaurant names, locations etc.
∗
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In this paper, we propose a novel neural
method that addresses all the aforementioned issues. There are three aspects to our method.
• On-the-fly-generation: Neural embeddings
for the NEs are generated on the fly using
their context information. This avoids the
explosion in vocabulary size, while still providing meaningful and distinguishable neural
embeddings for the different NEs.
• Key-Value-Table: The generated embeddings
are stored in a table (NE-Table), with embeddings as the keys (key-embeddings) and exact
NEs as the values (NE-values).
• On-the-fly-Retrieval: The NE-values can
later be retrieved from the NE-Table by attending over the key-embeddings, providing
the ability to interact with exact NE values.

Figure 1: For input question - Who teaches EECS545, the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ )
takes the context embedding as input and generates a NE-Embedding for the NE EECS-545. The
NE-Embedding is stored in NE-Table with its actual value EECS-545. The NE-Retrieval Module
(gθ ) performs attention over the keys in NE-Table
to retrieve the NE-value. We show a simple example here to illustrate fφ and gθ . Depending on the
task, the context can vary and the NE-Table can
have more entries.

We demonstrate our method on a readingcomprehension task, a simple structured QuestionAnswering (QA) task, and three goal-oriented dialog tasks. Our method achieves 10% increase
in accuracy for Reading-Comprehension, 19% increase for structured-QA and around 90% increase
for goal-oriented dialog tasks, with respect to their
corresponding baselines.
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for different NEs with the same NE-type. This is
better than replacing a NE with its NE-type as that
results in all NEs with the same NE-type having
the same embedding and hence, losing the ability to distinguish different NEs with the same NEtype. The generated NE-Embeddings are meaningful as they are learned from the context, in comparison to fixed random embeddings and can also
be used as the learned neural embedding for that
NE word from thereon.
Key-Value-Table. As discussed in the previous
section, there are many scenarios where it is easier
and more accurate to work with the exact values
of NEs rather than their neural embeddings, like
providing a phone number to a user or searching
for a faculty name over a DB. For this purpose, the
generated NE-Embedding, along with its exact NE
value is stored in a table, NE-Table, as a key-value
pair, with the embedding as key (key-embedding)
and the exact NE as value (NE-value).
On-the-fly-Retrieval. The NE-value can later
be retrieved from the NE-Table by performing attention over the key-embeddings in the NE-Table.
This is performed by the NE-Retrieval Module
(gθ ) shown in Figure 1. For our purposes, gθ is an
MLP. The input to NE-Retrieval Module also depends on the task. For dialog task, the dialog state
vector is used, which has the information of the

NE-Table: A Neural Key-Value Table
for Named Entities

Our proposed method (Figure 1) has three aspects.
On-the-fly-generation. Neural embeddings for
the NEs are generated on the fly using their context
information (shown as the NE-Embedding Generation Module in Fig 1), instead of adding them
to the vocabulary. The context information depends on the task. For a dialog task, the context
is the full dialog so far, including the present utterance which has the NE in it. For the QA task,
context is the sentence in which the NE appears.
For the Reading Comprehension task, the sentence
where the NE occurs or potentially the full story
can be used as the context. The context could
also include the NE-type information when available. The NE-Embedding Generation Module, denoted (fφ ), takes the context embedding as input
and outputs the NE-Embedding. For our purposes,
fφ is an multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The problem of explosion in vocabulary size is avoided, as
NEs are not part of the vocabulary and the NEEmbeddings are generated on the fly. Our proposed method also generates unique embeddings
981

Model
W/O-NE-Table (BoW)
W/O-NE-Table (LSTM)
With-NE-Table (BoW)
With-NE-Table (LSTM)

dialog so far. For QA task, the encoding of the input question is used. For Reading Comprehension
task, the full story is used as input to the retrieval
module. The retrieved NE-value can be used in the
output utterance (e.g. providing a phone number)
or to do an exact match over values in a DB (e.g.
searching for a faculty name in a DB).
While the matching of a NE-value retrieved
from the NE-Table, with other NEs in the DB is
performed through exact value match, the actual
retrieval of that NE from the NE-Table happens
using attention in the neural embedding space (using a dot product in our experiments). This allows
the training of the NE-Retrieval Module using the
supervision obtained from the downstream module (e.g., a DB retrieval module) that uses the retrieved NE-value. This also provides supervision
for training the NE-Embedding Generation Module. Our intuition is that, this would encourage
the NE-Embedding Generation Module to generate embeddings for the NEs such that the embeddings have relevant and enough information to allow the NE-Retrieval module to attend and retrieve
them correctly when required later.
Since the embeddings are generated on the fly
using the context, the above method works equally
well for new NEs that come during test time as
it would for the NEs present in the training data.
We show examples for NE-Table for the dialog and
Reading Comprehension task in Figure 2. A new,
separate NE-Table is created for each data instance
based on the task. For example, in the dialog
task, each dialog will have its own separate NETable. Only the NEs that have appeared in the dialog so far will be present in its corresponding NETable. The same NE occurring in different dialogs
will have different dialog-context-dependent embeddings in their corresponding NE-Table. Similarly, for the reading comprehension task, each
story will have a separate NE-Table with the NEs
present in that story and for the QA task, each
question will have a separate NE-Table. Note that,
a NE that occurs multiple times in the same dialog/story/question will also have multiple unique
embeddings in the NE-Table because of differing
contexts as shown in Figure 2 (right).

3

Validation
49.55
49.40
57.05
55.75

Test
41.69
41.10
51.28
51.08

Table 1: Results (accuracy %) on CBT-NE dataset
log tasks. Our proposed method is generic and
can be added to the state-of-the-art approaches for
these tasks. But instead of implementing 3 separate specialized neural architectures, we chose
the end-to-end memory network architecture from
Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) as the base architecture
for our tasks. This allows us to evaluate the advantage gained by adding our method to the base
architecture instead of trying to get state-of-the-art
performance in a particular task/dataset.
3.1

Reading Comprehension Task

The Children’s Book Test dataset (CBT), built
from children’s books from ProjectGutenberg,
was introduced by Hill et al. (2015) to test the
role of memory and context in language processing and understanding. Questions are formed by
enumerating 21 consecutive sentences, where the
first 20 sentences form the story (S), and a word
(a) is removed from the 21st sentence, which then
implicitly becomes the query (q). The specific task
is to predict the correct answer word (a) from a set
of 10 candidate words (C) present in the story or
the query. We test our method on the NE questions
subset of the CBT dataset.
We use the Window memory architecture proposed by Hill et al. (2015) for the CBT dataset as
our baseline. In Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015), each complete sentence of S is encoded and represented in a separate memory slot.
For the CBT, this setting would yield exactly 20
memories for S. In Window memory, instead of a
full sentence from the story, a phrase is encoded
and represented in a separate memory slot. Each
phrase s corresponds to a window of text from the
story S centred on an individual mention of a candidate c in S. The window is constructed as span
of words wi−(b−1)/2 ... wi ... wi+(b−1)/2 where b
is window size and wi ∈ C is an instance of one
of the candidate words in the question. We perform two baseline evaluations: encoding the windows using a) Bag-of-Words (BoW) and b) LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Experiments and Results

We evaluate our proposed method on three
types of tasks: a reading-comprehension task, a
structured-QA task and three goal-oriented dia982

Figure 2: Left: Two dialogs from bAbI task-1. A user (in green) chats with a dialog system (in blue) to
book a table. Each dialog has its own separate NE-Table and a separate NE-Embedding is generated for
the NE London though it appears in both dialogs. Right: Question from CBT . NE Enrico (highlighted in
yellow) occurs twice in the context S, where a separate NE-Embedding is generated for each occurrence.
For each NE2 , the corresponding window is
fed to an LSTM to create the context embedding.
The context embedding is used as input to NEEmbedding Generation Module (fφ ), as shown
in Figure 1, to generate the corresponding NEEmbedding, which is added to the NE-Table. The
NE-Embeddings are also added to window memory, in place of the NEs. The query (q) embedding
is used to attend over the memory (list of encoded
window memory slots) to get relevant information
from the memory. The internal state generated is
given as input to the NE-Retrieval Module (gθ ),
for retrieving the correct NE answer (a). Table 1
shows that replacing the baseline with our method
achieves higher performance on both BoW and
LSTM baseline models, across both validation and
test sets. We use a window size of 5 as in Hill
et al. (2015). We think that since the window size
is small, both BoW and LSTM models perform
similarly. We provide model training and hyperparameter details in the Appendix.
To further evaluate the impact of OOV NEs,
we created additional OOV test sets by replacing
NEs in the test set with new NEs not present in
the train and validation sets. We generate 5 such
OOV test sets with varying percentage of OOV
NEs (20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%). Figure 3
shows the comparison of our model with the baselines on OOV test-sets. The baseline models per-

Figure 3: Results on CBT-NE OOV test sets

form poorly as OOV% increases, decreasing to as
low as 5% from 41%. We observe only a slight reduction in accuracy for the NE-Table models from
51% to 46% because the new entities are also part
of the windows, used to generate NE-Embeddings.
These experiments illustrate that our model performance is robust to OOV NEs.
The next two tasks, structured-QA and goaloriented dialog involve retrieval from an external
DB. This is performed by the DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ), which uses a multiple-attention based
neural retrieval mechanism. We describe this next
and then present results on the 2 tasks.

2
The NEs present in the story are identified by the Stanford Core NLP NER system (Manning et al., 2014).
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3.2

Multiple-Attention Based Neural
Retrieval Mechanism

of the input question is used. All the attention operations in our experiments are performed
through dot product followed by a sigmoid operation, which allows for multiple selections. Additional details and further explanation of the retrieval mechanism with examples are provided in
Appendix. Note that NE-Table can potentially be
used with other neural retrieval mechanisms. The
multiple-attention mechanism described above is
only one of the several neural retrieval mechanisms (Yin et al., 2015).

In both structured-QA and goal-oriented dialog
tasks, the external information is present in a single database table, where each row corresponds
to a new entity of interest and the columns correspond to the different attributes associated with
it. For example, in our structured-QA (which is
about course offerings at a university) DB, each
row corresponds to a course and the columns correspond to course attributes, such as course number, course name, instructor name, etc. Each column of the table has a column heading, which labels the attribute of that column. These headings
are also part of the vocabulary. While the non-NEs
present in the DB are part of the vocabulary and
represented by their learned neural embeddings,
the NEs are not part of the vocabulary and are represented by their exact values.
The DB-Retrieval Module performs attention
over both attributes(columns) as well as rows to
select the final cell(s) in 3 steps. In step 1, the column(s) that the final cell(s) belong to are selected
by attention over the column heading embeddings.
For the question Who teaches EECS545?, step 1
selects the column ’instructor name’. In step 2,
separate attention is performed over the column
headings to select the columns, which are used to
represent the rows (to retrieve the final cell) and
column ’course number’ is selected. Step 3 is to
do attention over the rows. For each non-NE column selected in step 2, the cell embeddings are
added together along each row, to generate an embedding for each row. Attention is performed over
these row embeddings to select row(s). For each
NE-column selected in step 2, a NE-value is retrieved from the NE-Table to do an exact match
search over that NE-column to select matching
row(s). The intersection of these matching row(s)
gives the final set of selected row(s), and their
intersection with the set of column(s) selected in
step 1 gives the retrieved cell(s). For our example,
only one column is selected to represent the rows:
’course number’, which is a NE-column. Therefore, a NE value is retrieved from the NE-Table
(EECS545) and an exact match search is done over
the ’course number’ column.
The input to the DB-Retrieval Module depends
on the task. For the dialog task, the dialog state
vector is used, which has the information of the
dialog so far. For the QA task, the encoding

3.3

Structured-QA from DB

The task here is to retrieve an answer (single cell
in a table) from DB in response to structured one
line questions. We used the details of course offerings at a university to create structured QuestionAnswer (QA) pairs. The DB is a single table of
100 rows (Courses) and 4 columns (Course Number, Course Name, Department, Credits)3 , where
course numbers and course names are treated as
NEs. The QA pairs are generated through random
sampling from the DB, following the format Q: Col-1-type Col-1-value Col-2-type ?
A: Col-2-value

with the following being a specific example:
Q: Course Number EECS545 Credits ?

A: 4.

500 QA pairs were created and split randomly
between training and test set (400-100), where the
random split results in some NEs (OOV) in the
test set, not present in the training set. The task
was specifically constructed to be simple to show
the impact of OOV NEs on the model performance
and evaluate our proposed method.
The experiments were performed with two
models. Both models use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to encode the question and use the
multiple-attention based neural retrieval mechanism to retrieve answers. The baseline model
(W/O-NE-Table) does not distinguish NEs from
normal words, and all words (including NEs) that
occur in questions and DB are part of the vocabulary. The With-NE-Table model uses our proposed method and builds NE-table (course numbers and course names are the NEs in this task).
In the With-NE-Table model, when a NE word
is encountered, the hidden state of the RNN at
the previous time step (word) is used as input to
the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ). The
3
number of unique course numbers - 100, unique course
names - 96, unique dept names - 10 and unique credits - 4
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Model
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table

Retrieval accuracy (%)
81.0
100.0

3.4

Goal-Oriented Dialog Tasks

The Dialog bAbI tasks dataset was introduced by
Bordes and Weston (2016) as a testbed to break
down the strengths and shortcomings of end-toend goal-oriented dialog systems The task domain
is restaurant reservation and there are 5 tasks Task 1: Issuing API calls, Task 2: Updating API
calls, Task 3: Displaying Options, Task 4: Providing extra information and Task 5: Conducting
full dialogs (combination of tasks 1-4). The system is evaluated in a retrieval setting. At each turn
of the dialog, the system has to select the correct
response from a list of possible candidates.
In the original bAbI tasks, DB-Retrieval is bypassed by providing all possible system utterances
with all combinations of information pre-retrieved
from the DB in a large candidate response list.
We extend the original testbed and propose a new
testbed, which is closer to real-world restaurant
reservation, by adding an actual external DB so
that the system can also be tested on the ability to
retrieve the required information from the DB. We
evaluate our method on extended versions of task
1,2 and 44 .
For our experiments, we use an end-to-end
memory network similar to Bordes and Weston
(2016), except that we encode sentences using an
RNN, while they use BoW encoding. The encoded
sentences, which are part of the dialog history, are
stored in the memory and the query (last user utterance) embedding is used to attend over the memory to get relevant information from the memory.
The generated internal state is used to select the
candidate response, and is also given as input to
the DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ). The DB is used to
identify the NEs along with their types (if a word
is present in a NE-column in the DB it is a NE; the
column where it appears gives its NE-type).5
The experiments are performed on two models:

Table 2: Results on structured-QA task

NE-Embedding generated by fφ is then fed back
to the RNN to continue encoding the question.
The generated NE-Embedding is also stored in the
NE-Table associated with this question. The final
hidden state of the RNN obtained after encoding
the full question is provided as input to the DBRetrieval Module (hψ ).
For our example, both models perform attention over the column headings to identify the correct column Credits required for the answer. Then,
both models attend over column headings to find
the column Course Number used for representing the rows. For W/O-NE-Table model, since all
course numbers are part of vocabulary, each row
is represented by neural embeddings associated
with course numbers and attention is done over the
row embeddings. For With-NE-Table model, since
course numbers are NEs, each row is represented
with exact course number values. A neural attention over NE-Table is performed to return the NE
value, EECS545, which is then used to perform an
exact match with the course number values. We
provide model training details in Appendix.
Table 2 shows the retrieval accuracy for both
models. While the test accuracy for With-NETable is 100%, it drops to 81% for W/O-NE-Table
model. Further analysis shows that out of the 19%
drop, 11% is due to OOV NEs encountered at test
time. These OOV NEs are in the DB, and hence
are part of the vocabulary for the W/O-NE-Table
model, but have random embeddings which did
not change during the training time (as they were
never encountered during the training). The rest
8% drop can be attributed to the model’s inability to learn good embeddings for unique NEs that
were rarely seen during training. However, these
issues do not pose a problem for our With-NETable model, since we generate embedding for a
NE on the fly for each question based on the context. This solves both problems: a) whether an NE
occurred rarely or b) it was not present in training
data at all. The With-NE-Table model should also
easily scale to large datasets with any number of
NEs without drop in performance.

• W/O-NE-Table model (the baseline model) All input words including NEs are part of the
vocabulary. For NEs, however, their embedding given to the sentence encoder RNN is
the sum of the NE word embedding and the
embedding associated with its NE-type.
4

Task 3 requires to learn to sort. Bordes and Weston
(2016) achieve close to 0% accuracy on it.Therefore, we decided to skip tasks 3 and 5 (task 5 includes task 3 dialogs) to
focus on evaluating our proposed method.
5
This simple method (based on exact match) though
works for this dataset, is not very effective, as plural or abbreviated NEs will not match.
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• With-NE-Table model (uses our proposed
method) - When an NE is encountered in
the dialog, the last hidden state of the RNN
encoding the sentence is used as input to
the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ).
The NE-Embedding generated is stored in
the NE-Table. The generated NE-Embedding
and the embedding associated with its NEtype are fed to the RNN.

Model
Task 1
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table
Task 2
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table
Task 4
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table

Per-Dialog

Per-Dialog +
DB-Retrieval

10.2 (7.0)
98.5 (99.0)

100 (90.3)
98.8 (99.0)

10.2 (6.7)
97.3 (98.0)

0.8 (1.0)
99.6 (99.8)

100 (100)
100 (99.9)

0.0 (0.1)
99.2 (99.7)

0.0 (0.0)
100 (100)

100 (100)
100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)
100 (100)

Table 3: Results for extended bAbI tasks 1, 2 and
4. % accuracy for Test and Test-OOV (given in
parenthesis). DB-Retrieval : Retrieval accuracy
for rows (task 1,2 - all restaurants matching user
preferences) and a particular cell (task 4 - restaurant phone number/address). Per-Dialog : Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is
correct. Training details and hyperparameter values are provided in Appendix.

Note that both the models have access to the information whether a given word is a NE and its
NE-type. Supervision is provided for candidate
response selection and all attention operations performed during DB-Retrieval, for both models.
3.4.1

DBRetrieval

Extended Dialog bAbI Tasks 1 and 2

In the original bAbI task 1, the conversation between the system and the user involves getting information necessary to issue an api call. In task
2, the user can ask the system to update his/her
preferences (cuisine, location etc.). The system
has to take this into account and make an updated
api call. In our extended version, once the system
determines that the next utterance is an api call,
the system also has to actually retrieve the restaurant details from the DB (rows) which match user
preferences. The system is evaluated on having
conversation with the user, issuing api call and retrieving the correct information from DB. The DB
is represented as a single table, where each row
corresponds to a unique restaurant and columns
correspond to attributes, e.g. cuisine, location etc.
Both W/O-NE-Table and With-NE-Table models, first select the four relevant (cuisine, location,
price range and number of people) columns to represent each row (restaurant). The W/O-NE-Table
model then selects the rows using attention over
the row embeddings obtained through the combined (additive) representation of the four selected
attributes. The With-NE-Table model splits the
row selection into two simpler problems. For cuisine and location (which are NEs), one NE value
each is retrieved from the NE-Table and an exact
match is performed in the DB. The neural embeddings of the non-NE attributes (price range and
number of people) are added to perform attention
for selecting rows. The final retrieved rows are
the intersection of the rows selected by NE column and non-NE column based selections.
The results for tasks 1 and 2 are shown in Table 3. The With-NE-Table model achieves close

to 100% accuracy in both tasks, while W/O-NETable performs poorly. During DB retrieval, for
the With-NE-Table model, two NEs are chosen
from the NE-Table and exact matching is done
over different cuisines and locations in the DB,
but embeddings for these NEs are learned for
W/O-NE-Table. This results in poor DB-Retrieval
for W/O-NE-Table for less frequent/ OOV location/cuisine values. Both models perform well in
Per-dialog accuracy as it does not involve DB retrieval6 . The Per-Dialog accuracy is high for both
models on the normal test set. However, for task 1
OOV-test set, W/O-NE-Table model is affected by
OOV-NEs (90.3%), while With-NE-Table model
performance is robust (99.0%).
3.4.2

Extended Dialog bAbI Task 4

The original task 4 starts at the point where a user
has decided a particular restaurant. The system
is given information (location, phone number, address etc.) about only that restaurant as part of the
dialog history and the user can ask for its phone
number, address or both. For a given user request
e.g. address, the task is to select the correct response with the restaurant’s address from a list of
candidate responses. These candidate responses
have phone number and address information for
all the restaurants mentioned in the DB.
In our extended version, even though the user
6

The system responses in tasks 1/2/4 do not contain any
NEs, but the system still needs to understand user utterances
which might have NEs.
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in this work, to execute natural language queries
on DB. They keep the randomly initialized embeddings of the NEs fixed as a method to handle NEs
and OOV words.
NE in Dialog: There has been a lot of interest in
end-to-end training of dialog systems (Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2016; Lowe et al., 2015;
Kadlec et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2015; Guo et al.,
2017). Among recent work, Williams and Zweig
(2016) use an LSTM model that learns to interact with APIs on behalf of the user; Dhingra et al.
(2017) use reinforcement learning to build the KB
look-up in task-oriented dialog systems. But the
look-up actions are defined over each entity in the
KB and is therefore hard to scale up. Most of
these papers actually do not discuss the issue of
handling NEs though they are present. Williams
et al. (2017) propose Hybrid Code Networks and
achieve state-of-the-art on Facebook bAbI dataset,
but approach involves a developer writing domainspecific software components.
NE in Reading Comprehension and Others:
For certain tasks such as Machine Translation and
summarization, neural copying mechanisms (Gulcehre et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2016) have been
proposed for handling OOV words. Our NETable method can be used along with such copying
mechanisms for cases like dialog generation.

has decided a particular restaurant, its corresponding information is not provided as part of dialog
history. This makes the task harder but more realistic. Now, the system needs to search for phone
number/address for the restaurant from the full
DB while in the original task, the phone number/address is already provided as part of dialog
history. In the extended version, the NEs in candidate responses are replaced with their NE-type
tags. For example, Suvai phone is replaced with
NE phone. The system has to select the candidate
with correct NE-type tag and then replace the tag
with the actual NE-value retrieved from the DB,
similar to Williams et al. (2017). This setting is
closer to how a human agent would do this task.
For With-NE-Table model, the restaurant name
that appears in the dialog would be stored in NETable. When the user asks for information such as
phone number, the restaurant name stored in NETable is selected and used for retrieving its phone
number from the DB. In W/O-NE-Table model, all
input words (including NEs) are part of vocabulary and phone number is selected by neural embedding attention over all restaurants names.
The results for task 4 are shown in Table 3.
We observe that both models perform well in Perdialog accuracy. The W/O-NE-Table model fails in
DB-retrieval (0%) because it needs to learn neural
embeddings for all restaurant names, while WithNE-Table performs well (100%) as it uses our proposed method to generate NE-Embeddings on the
fly and use the actual NE values later for exact
value matching over restaurant names in the DB.

4

5

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for handling NEs in neural settings for NLP tasks. Our
experiments on the CBT dataset illustrate that the
models with NE-Table perform better than models without NE-Table, and clearly outperform the
baseline models on the OOV test sets. We observe similar results for our experiments on the
structured-QA task and goal-oriented bAbI dialog
tasks. We also show that our method can be used
for NEs in the external DB provided. Overall,
these experiments show that the proposed method
can be useful for various NLP tasks where it is
beneficial to work with actual NE values, and/or it
is hard to learn good neural embeddings for NEs.
In future, we are interested in testing the proposed method with retrieval mechanisms such as
’Neural Enquirer’ (Yin et al., 2015), which can
work with multiple tables. We are also interested
in exploring the use of pre-trained embeddings:
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) etc., to bootstrap our learned NE-

Related Work

NE in QA: Neelakantan et al. (2015) and Yin
et al. (2015) transform a natural language query
to a program that could run on DBs, but those approaches are only verified on small or synthetic
DBs. Other papers dealing with large Knowledge
Bases (KB) usually rely on entity linking techniques (Cucerzan, 2007; Guo et al., 2013), which
links entity mentions in texts to KB queries. Recently, Liang et al. (2016) extended end-to-end
neural methods to QA over KB, which could work
for large KB and large number of NEs. However,
their method still relies on entity linking to generate a short list of entities linked with text spans in
the questions, in advance. Yin et al. (2015) propose ’Neural Enquirer’, a neural network architecture similar to the neural retrieval mechanism used
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embeddings. We are also interested in evaluating
our proposed method on tasks that are more unstructured and requires more free-form generation,
e.g. machine translation and dialog generation.
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A
A.1

Model Training and Hyperparameter
Details

U: In London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call British, London, Six,
Expensive

Reading Comprehension - CBT

The hyperparameters used for baseline W/O-NETable models are as follows: hops = 1, embedding size = 100, batch size = 16. The W/O-NETable (LSTM) model uses an LSTM for encoding windows with hidden units = 100. The entire model is trained using stochastic gradient descent (learning rate = 0.05), minimizing a standard
cross-entropy loss between predicted answer â and
the correct answer a. We use the same embedding
matrix for encoding both story and the query.
For our With-NE-Table models, we use the same
hyper-parameters as mentioned above. The WithNE-Table (LSTM) model uses separate LSTM
cells for a) generating the context embedding for
NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ) and b)
encoding the windows.
A.2

B.2

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in an
expensive price range with British food.
S: I’m on it.
S: Where should it be?
U: In London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{The Place, british, london, ...}
{The Fancy Pub, british, london,
...}

Structured-QA

Both the With-NE-Table and W/O-NE-Table models use the following hyperparameters : embedding size = 20, batch size = 16. The RNN used
for encoding the sentences has hidden units = 20.
The model is trained using Adam (learning rate
= 0.01, epsilon = 1e-8). Supervision is provided
for DB-Retrieval attentions and standard crossentropy loss is used.
A.3

B.3

B.1

Original dialog bAbI task 2:

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in
an expensive price range with British food in
London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call British, London, Six,
Expensive
U: Instead, could it be Indian cuisine.
S: Sure, is there anything else
to update?
U: No.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call Indian, London, Six,
Expensive

bAbI dialog tasks

Both the With-NE-Table and W/O-NE-Table models use the following hyperparameters : hops = 3,
embedding size = 40, batch size = 16. The RNN
used for encoding the sentences has hidden units
= 40. The model is trained using Adam (learning rate = 0.001, epsilon = 1e-8). Supervision is
provided for both the candidate response selection
and DB-Retrieval attentions and standard crossentropy loss is used.

B

Extended dialog bAbI task 1:

Extended dialog bAbI tasks’ examples

B.4

Original dialog bAbI task 1:

Extended dialog bAbI task 2:

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in
an expensive price range with British food in
London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in an
expensive price range with British food.
S: I’m on it.
S: Where should it be?
989

DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ) does that by generating 3 different attention key embeddings (vectors):
Attention over Columns for Columns (ACC), Attention over Columns for Rows (ACR), Attention
over Rows for Rows (ARR).

S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{The Place, british, london,...}
The Fancy Pub, british, london,
...}
U: Instead, could it be Indian cuisine.
S: Sure, is there anything else
to update?
U: No.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{Suvai, Indian, london, ...}
{Madras Masala, Indian, london,
...}
B.5

The column(s) that the final retrieved cell(s) belong to, are selected by matching ACC key embeddings with the neural embeddings of the column headings (Course Number, Instructor, Credits etc). A separate ACC key embedding is generated for every column heading and matched
with its embeddings to provide attention scores for
all the columns. For the example, Who teaches
EECS545?, the system would want to retrieve the
name of the Instructor. Therefore, the Instructor column heading alone will have high attention
score and be selected. In our experiments, the attention scores are computed through dot products
followed by a sigmoid operation, which allows for
multiple selections.

Original dialog bAbI task 4:

DB Information given :
NAME:The Place, C UISINE:British,
L OCATION:London, P RICE R ANGE:Expensive,
R ATING:7, P HONE:The Place phone,
A DDRESS:The Place address, AVAILABILITY:six
U: Hello
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table at The Place.
S: Great, let me do the
reservation.
U: May I have the address of the restaurant.
S: Here it is, The Place address.
B.6

Now that the column(s) are chosen, the system
has to select row(s), so that it can get the cell(s)
it is looking for. Each row in the table contains
the values (EECS545, Machine Learning, Scott
Mathew etc) of several attributes (Course Number,
Course Name, Instructor etc). But we want to assign attention scores to the rows based on particular attributes that are of interest (Course Number
in this example). The column/attribute headings
that the system has to attend to for selecting these
relevant attributes are obtained by matching ACR
(Attention over Columns for Rows) key embeddings with the neural embeddings of the different
column headings.

Extended dialog bAbI task 4:

DB Information given : Entire DB
U: Hello
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table at The Place.
S: Great, let me do the
reservation.
U: May I have the address of the restaurant.
S: Here it is, NE address.
S: The Place address (retrieved
information)

C

The last step in the database retrieval process is
to select the relevant rows using the ARR (Attention over Rows for Rows) key embedding. ARR is
split into two parts ARR NE and ARR non-NE. In a
general scenario, ACR can select multiple columns
to represent the rows. For each selected column
that is a NE column, a separate NE-value is retrieved from the NE-Table using a separate ARR
NE embedding for each of them. These NE values are used to do exact match search along the
corresponding columns (in the NE row representations) to select the matching rows. For the nonNE columns that are selected by ACR, their neural embeddings are combined together along each
row to get a fixed vector representation for each
row in the DB (weighted sum of their embeddings,
weighted by the corresponding column attention

Multiple-attention based neural
retrieval mechanism

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the entire retrieval process. In order to retrieve a particular
cell from the table, the system needs to find the
correct column and row corresponding to it. The
990

Figure 4: Multiple-attention based neural retrieval mechanism. The DB-Retrieval Module attends to the
relevant rows and columns of the DB by generating attention key embeddings ACC, ACR and ARR.
scores). ARR non-NE is then used to match these
representations for selecting rows. The intersection of the rows selected in the NE row representations and the non-NE row representations is the
final set of selected rows.
In short, the dialog system can use neural
embedding matching for non-NEs, exact value
matching for NEs and therefore a combination of
both to decide which rows to attend to. Depending on the number of columns and rows we match
with, we select zero, one or more output cells. For
our running example, ARR NE is used to match
with the keys in the NE-Table to select the row corresponding to EECS 545 and the value EECS 545
is returned to do an exact match over the NE row
representations (represented by the course number
values). This gives us the row corresponding to
EECS 545 and hence the cell Scott Mathew. We
could use our NE-Table idea with potentially many
types of neural retrieval mechanisms to retrieve
information from the DB. The multiple-attention
based retrieval mechanism, described above, is
only one such possible mechanism.

D
D.1

sine, location, price range and number of people.
We consider cuisine and location to be NEs. So
whenever cuisine and location names occur in the
dialog, a NE key is generated on the fly and is
stored in the NE-Table along with the NE values.
• ACC: For tasks 1 and 2, ACC is not required
as we are interested in retrieving rows.
• ACR: ACR is used to select the columns required to represent the rows. These are four
columns - NE columns (cuisine and location)
and non-NE columns (price range and number of people)
• ARR-non-NE: Each row in the DB is represented by weighted vector (embedding) sum
of its price range and number of people (embeddings). The model returns the relevant
rows using attention on the non-NE columns
embeddings.
• ARR-NE: The model attends over the NETable by matching (dot product) its generated
key with the keys present in the NE-Table to
retrieve NE values. The selected NE values
are then matched (exact-match) with cuisine
and location values in DB to retrieve the relevant rows.

Goal oriented dialog tasks: extended
results

• The final retrieved rows are the intersection
of the rows selected by ARR-non-NE and
ARR-NE.

Extended results for tasks 1 and 2

The detailed results for task 1 and task 2 are shown
in Table 4.
With-NE-Table: For issuing an api call in tasks
1 and 2, four argument values are required - cui-

W/O-NE-Table: ACR is used to attend to the
four relevant columns. However, each row is rep991

Task
Task 1

Task 2

Model

ACR

ARR non-NE

ARR NE

DB-Retrieval

Per-response

Per-Dialog

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

9.0 (6.9)

-

10.2 (7)

100 (98.2)

100 (90.3)

Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval
10.2 (6.7)

With-NE-Table

99.4 (98.1)

96.9 (96.7)

100,100 (100,100)

98.5 (99.0)

99.8 (99.8)

98.8 (99)

97.3 (98.0)

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

8.6 (7.6)

-

0.8 (1.0)

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.1)

With-NE-Table

100 (100)

99.1 (99.8)

100,100 (100,100)

99.6 (99.8)

100 (100)

100 (100)

99.2 (99.7)

Table 4: Results for extended dialog bAbI task 1 and 2. Accuracy % for Test and Test-OOV (given in
parenthesis). ARR non-NE columns are price and number of people. ARR NE columns are cuisine and
location. DB-Retrieval %: Retrieval accuracy for rows (task 1,2) and a particular cell (task 4). PerDialog %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is correct. Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval %:
Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response and information from DB retrieval are correct.
Model

ACR

ACC

ARR non-NE

ARR NE

DB-Retrieval

Per-response

Per-Dialog

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)

-

0.0 (0.0)

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)

With-NE-Table

100 (100)

100 (100)

-

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval

Table 5: Results for extended dialog bAbI task 4. Accuracies in % for Test and Test Out-Of-Vocabulary
(given in parenthesis). DB-Retrieval %: Retrieval accuracy for rows (task 1,2) and a particular cell (task
4). Per-Dialog %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is correct. Per-Dialog + DBRetrieval %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response and information from DB retrieval are
correct.
2, the system utterances do not have any NEs in
them. However, the user utterances contain NEs
(cuisine and location that the user is interested
in) and so the system has to understand them in
order to select the right system utterance. The
accuracy in performing the dialog (by selecting
responses from candidate set) is similar for both
the models on the normal test set. However, in the
OOV-test set, for task 1, where the system has to
maintain the dialog state to track which attribute
values have not been provided by the user yet,
W/O-NE-Table model seems to get affected, while
the With-NE-Table model is robust to that. While
W/O-NE-Table gets a Per-Dialog accuracy of
90.3% in the OOV-test set, With-NE-Table is able
to get 99%.

resented by the combined neural embedding representation of all four attribute values, cuisine, location, price range and number of people. ARR
non-NE is used to retrieve the relevant rows.
From Table 4, we can see that both the models
perform well in selecting the relevant columns, but
the model W/O-NE-Table performs poorly in retrieving the rows, while With-NE-Table performs
very well. This results in With-NE-Table model
achieving close to 100% accuracy in DB retrieval
while W/O-NE-Table performs poorly.
This is because, in the With-NE-Table model,
the task of retrieving rows is split into two simpler
tasks. The NEs are chosen from the NE-Table,
and then exact matching is used (which helps in
handling OOV-NEs as well). The non-NEs, price
range and number of people, have limited set of
possible values (low, moderate or expensive for
price range and 2,4,6 or 8 for number of people respectively). This allows the system to learn good
neural embeddings for them and hence have high
accuracy in ARR non-NE. Whereas in W/O-NETable model, ARR non-NE involves the neural representations of cuisine and location values as well,
where a particular location and cuisine value will
occur only a few number of times in the training
dataset. In addition to that, new cuisine and location values can occur during the test time (Test
OOV dataset, performance shown in parenthesis).
For the dialog part (which does not involve
the DB retrieval aspect) of extended tasks 1 and

D.2

Extended results for task 4

Detailed results for task 4 are shown in Table 5.
With-NE-Table: In task 4, the user tells the system the restaurant in which he/she wants to book
a table. The restaurant name, which is a NE, is
stored in the NE-Table along with it’s generated
key. When the user asks for information about the
restaurant such as, phone number, the NE restaurant name stored in the NE-Table is selected and
used for retrieving its corresponding phone number from the DB. For this particular case, ACC
attends over the column Phone and ACR attends
over Restaurant Name. Since the column selected
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Task

Model

Evaluation

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Original bAbI tasks

Baseline(MemN2N + match-type + RNNencoding)

Per-Dialog

100 (100)

99.9 (50.6)

100 (100)

Extended
tasks

With-NE-Table

Per-Dialog + DBRetrieval

97.3 (98.0)

99.2 (99.7)

100 (100)

bAbI

Table 6: Performance comparison of our model in the extended dialog bAbI tasks, with a baseline model
in the original bAbI tasks. Accuracies in % for Test and Test Out-Of-Vocabulary (given in parenthesis).
by ACR is a NE column, the NE value (here the actual restaurant name given by the user) is retrieved
using ARR NE from the NE-Table. The retrieved
NE value is used to do an exact match over the DB
column selected by ACR to select the rows. The
cell that intersects the selected row and the column selected by ACC is returned as the retrieved
information and used to replace the NE type tag in
the output response.
W/O-NE-Table: Here, all input words (including NEs) are part of the vocabulary and for NEs,
their embedding given to the sentence encoder is
the sum of the NE word embedding and the embedding associated with its NE-type. The candidate response retrieval (dialog) is same as the
above model and the column attentions are also
similar. However, the models differ with respect
to attention over rows. Since NEs are not treated
special here, attention over rows happens through
ARR non-NE. For this task, when ACR is selected
correctly (restaurant name), each row will be represented by the neural embedding representation
of its restaurant names. ARR non-NE generates a
key to match these neural embeddings to attend to
the row corresponding to the restaurant name mentioned by the user.

E

R CUISINE) is added to a candidate if a cuisine
(e.g. Italian) appears in both dialog and the candidate. For each type, the corresponding type word
is added to the candidate representation if a word
is found that appears 1) as a KB entity of that type,
2) in the candidate, and 3) in the input or memory.
For example, for a task 4 dialog with restaurant information about RES1, only one candidate ”here
it is RES1 phone” will be modified to ”here it is
RES1 phone R PHONE”. Now, if the user query
is for the restaurant’s phone number, using matchtype features essentially reduces the output search
space for the model and allows it to attend to specific candidates better. Hence, match-type features
can only work in a retrieval setting and will not
work in a generative setting. Our With-NE-Table
model will work in both retrieval and generative
settings.
Table 6 compares the performance of the WithNE-Table model in the extended bAbI tasks with
that of a baseline method on the original bAbI
tasks. Note that extended dialog bAbI tasks
require the dialog system to do strictly more
work compared to the original dialog bAbI tasks.
Though not a strictly fair comparison for our
model, we observe that the performance of our
With-NE-Table model in extended bAbI tasks is
as good as the performance of updated baseline
model in original bAbI tasks. In addition to that,
for bAbI task 2 OOV test set, With-NE-Table
model performance in the extended bAbI task, is
actually much higher compared to the baseline
model on the original bAbI task (99.7% vs 50.6%).

Comparison with original dialog bAbI
tasks

We choose the best model (MemN2N + matchtype features) from (Bordes and Weston, 2016)
(they use match-type features for dealing with entities) and update the baseline model by using
RNN encoding for sentences (similar to With-NETable). Note that we achieve higher accuracy
for our updated baseline model for original bAbI
tasks than reported in (Bordes and Weston, 2016),
which we attribute to the use of RNN for encoding
sentences (they use BoW encoding).
For match-type features, (Bordes and Weston,
2016) add special words (R CUISINE, R PHONE
etc.), for each KB entity type (cuisine, phone,
etc.) to the vocabulary. The special word (e.g.
993

